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HEADLAMP

FLASHLIGHT



ENDLESS
POWER

Charging the battery outside of the light,  
gives you the possibility to purchase a sec-
ond battery which you can use in the light 
while charging the other. Indeed, a very use-
ful feature for the professional user.

ENDLESS
MOUNTING

OPTIONS

EXTRA MOUNT

METAL CLIP



QUICK
RELEASE

MOUNT

ADJUSTMENT
ANGLE

When using M6xr as a headlamp, it is easy 
to adjust the light angle to any situation you 
might encounter. The angle is easily adjusted 
by turning the multilamp in the mount.

Our development team has designed this 
mount specifically for the M6xr and has 
found the perfect balance between a tight 
grip around the light, and easy mounting and 
dismounting



IP68
M6xr has received the IP68 classification, meaning that 
it is completely water- and dustproof. M6xr has been 
tested down to 2 meters. This means that you can use 
the light in every thinkable weather situation, without 
having to worry.

THE ULTIMATE
PRO SOLUTION

Professionals rely on our M6xr for a profound sense of 
safety. Designed with precision and durability in mind, 

it ensures consistent and dependable lighting. 
Whether you are a mechanic, an electrician, or working 

in any other field, our multilamp’s performance will 
make you feel secure in your task.

SAFETY FIRST



M6xr can be mounted on any helmet with the Adhesive 
Mount, which makes it ideal for use on hardhats. In ad-
dition, when using the Adhesive Mount or headband 
the M6xr can easily be dismounted, for closer inspec-
tions, and clicked back onto the helmet again with ease.

ADHESIVE MOUNT

VERSATILE
HELMET

MOUNTING



WHEN SIZE
MATTERS

Our small yet powerful multilamp fits right 
into the palm of your hand, making it the 
ultimate companion for any adventure. Illu-
minate your path and conquer the darkness 
with our compact and powerful multilamp.

Say goodbye to uncomfortable handling 
and hello to effortless control. Wheth-
er you’re navigating a dimly lit trail or 
tinkering in tight spaces, our ergonomically 
designed multilamp guarantees a seamless 
and comfortable lighting experience like 
never before.

ERGONOMIC 
DESIGN

COMPACT POWER

The shape and design of the M6xr helps you maintain the 
right grip and angle to illuminate your path effectively, 

but also reduce wrist and arm strain. Whether you’re 
navigating in the dark, working on a task or explor-

ing, the ergonomic position ensures a secure and 
efficient use of your multilamp.

THUMBS UP

110°



MAGNETIC

CR123 BATTERIES

Suprabeam M6xr is CR123 compatible and can be used with 2x CR123 
disposable batteries, instead of the included rechargeable battery.

M6xr can be attached to any magnetic surface with the powerful mag-
net integrated in the bottom of the light. This is an extremely
useful feature when using the M6xr for area lighting.

SILICONE STRIPES

Our lens is carefully designed by our engineers to create the best 
possible light setting for outdoor users while being active.

Electronic
DimmingDIMMING

The electronic switch allows quick operation of the MAX POWER 
function and the integration of the advanced DIMMING function.

MIXED BEAM

As well as with all other Suprabeam headlamps, the headband is 
equipped with two silicone stripes on the inside, making it stay in 
place when moving around.

COLD AND HOT

Whether you’re navigating through a sweltering summer hike or 
braving the icy depths of winter, embrace the reliability of all-season 
lighting with our temperature-controlled multilamp.



WHAT’S INCLUDED?

HEADBAND BATTERY

USB CABLEADHESIVE HELMET MOUNT STRAP

LAMP

 LI-ION 18650 3000 mAh BATTERY

STRAP MOUNT FOAM PADS

BIKE MOUNT LOOP ENDCAP

C4 CHARGING STATION

ACCESSORIES

BIKE MOUNT

We provide our Bike Mount as an accessory, 
which works perfectly with the M6xr, making it 
easy to mount the light on a bicycle handlebar.
If you prefer having your light on your helmet, 
the M6xr can easily be mounted with the strap 
mounts.

BIKING WITH M6xr

STRAP MOUNT

PART NO.: 951.019

PART NO.: 950.074

PART NO.: 950.012

PART NO.: 950.094

PART NO.: 950.099

PART NO.: 952.001/952.002/952.003
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SCAN TO 
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THE FULL
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ALSO FROM US

V3air rechargeable

V3pro rechargeable

Q3r

Q7xrs


